Call to Artists
DIA DE LOS MUERTOS 2017
OCTOBER 6 - NOVEMBER 12, 2017

MATTIE RHODES ART GALLERY IS EXCITED TO ANNOUNCE THE 19TH ANNUAL DÍA DE LOS MUERTOS EXHIBITION! THIS SHOW CELEBRATES THE RICH COLOR AND HISTORY OF THE MEXICAN HOLIDAY. AS ALWAYS WE INVITE ARTISTS AND COMMUNITY MEMBERS TO CREATE TRADITIONAL AND NON-TRADITIONAL ALTARS AND/OR DAY OF THE DEAD INSPIRED ARTWORK TO EXHIBIT AT MATTIE RHODES ART GALLERY. WE ENCOURAGEFAMILIES AND ARTISTS TO CREATE WORKS AND ALTARS WITH NEW AND ORIGINAL THEMES TO KEEP THE EXHIBITION AN ENGAGING EXPERIENCE FOR ALL VISITORS.

Exhibition and Festival Information
OPENING RECEPTION - FRIDAY, 10/07, 6PM - 10PM
DAY OF THE DEAD STREET FESTIVAL - SATURDAY, 10/08, 1PM - 9PM
2ND RECEPTION AND CALACA NIGHT PARADE - FRIDAY, 11/03, 6PM - 10PM

Submission Deadline and Drop-off Information
“INTENT TO EXHIBIT” DEADLINE - 09/05 – SEE BELOW FOR INFORMATION NEEDED
ARTWORK DROP OFF DATES - 09/26 – 10/01
MONDAY – FRIDAY FROM, 12PM-8PM OR BY APPOINTMENT.)
PLEASE CALL 816-581-5631 BEFORE ARRIVAL OR SET UP A TIME FOR DELIVERY.
(NORMAL GALLERY HOURS ARE: WED-SAT / 12PM-6PM)
Submission Requirements

SUBMIT “INTENT TO EXHIBIT” BY DEADLINE ABOVE. SEND INFORMATION TO: KSERNA@MATTIERHODES.ORG WITH MESSAGE HEADER AS “2017 DDLM INTENT TO EXHIBIT”.

INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:
- FULL ARTIST NAME,
- # OF ARTWORK/S SUBMITTING,
- SIZE/DIMENSIONS, IF APPLICABLE,
- IMAGE SAMPLE/S WITH TITLES IF AVAILABLE,
- LINK TO ARTIST WEBSITE OR OTHER ONLINE/
- SOCIAL MEDIA OUTLETS (ONE ONLY PLEASE).

• ARTWORK MUST CONNECT TO DÍA DE LOS MUERTOS THEME, IMAGERY AND/OR RELATED CONCEPTS. PLEASE REMEMBER THAT OUR GALLERY IS FAMILY FRIENDLY AND SCHOOL-AGE CHILDREN WILL VIEW THE EXHIBITS. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO MAKE CURATORIAL DECISIONS.
• APPLICANTS CAN SUBMIT 1 - 3 ARTWORKS FOR THE EXHIBITION. INCLUDE YOUR ARTIST STATEMENT/BIO WITH ARTWORK SUBMISSIONS VIA EMAIL. EMAILS WITHOUT LINKS TO WEBSITES WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED.
• MEDIUM IS OPEN, AND/OR SIZE CAN BE EXHIBITED – LARGER WORKS MUST BE DISCUSSED WITH CULTURAL ARTS COORDINATOR.
• ALL ARTWORK MUST BE FRAMED AND/OR READY TO HANG WITH APPROPRIATE HARDWARE/WIRE SUPPORT. UNPREPARED ARTWORK WILL BE REMOVED FROM THE SHOW OR THE ARTIST WILL BE ASKED TO CORRECT THE PIECE. SCULPTURAL WORK AND MORE 3-DIMENSIONAL WORKS SHOULD BE CONTACTED ABOUT DISPLAY OPTIONS. PEDESTALS MAY BE IN SHORT SUPPLY.
• ARTWORK MUST BE ORIGINAL AND SIGNED BY THE ARTIST. PLEASE HAVE PROPER AND LEGIBLE IDENTIFYING DETAILS PREPARED ON BACK/ATTACHED TO ALL WORK SUBMITTED. INCLUDE: ARTIST NAME, TITLE OF ARTWORK, MEDIUM, YEAR COMPLETED

YOU WILL BE ASKED TO FILL OUT A CONSIGNMENT FORM AT TIME OF DELIVERY. PLEASE NOTE THE SALE PRICE INCLUDES A 40% COMMISSION TO BE GIVEN TO MATTIE RHODES CENTER AND A 60% PROFIT TO THE ARTIST (SEE ATTACHED).
ARTIST INFORMATION AND ARTWORK CONSIGNMENT AGREEMENT  
MATTIE RHODES DOTD 2017

NAME: ________________________________  
DATE: ________________________________  

ADDRESS: _____________________________  
CITY: ___________________ STATE: _______ ZIP: _______

PHONE: ___________________ ALT. PHONE: ___________  
EMAIL: ___________________ WEBSITE: ______________

**List of Consigned Works**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>MEDIA</th>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>RETAIL PRICE</th>
<th>ARTIST INITIAL &amp; DATE UPON PICK-UP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ALL ARTWORK WILL BE ON LOAN AND ON DISPLAY AT THE MATTIE RHODES CENTER FROM THE TIME PERIOD OF OCTOBER 6TH 2016 – NOVEMBER 12TH 2016. ALL ARTISTS HAVE AGREED TO CONSIGN THE ABOVE ARTWORK(S) TO THE MATTIE RHODES CENTER GALLERY, 919 WEST 17TH STREET, KANSAS CITY, MO. WITHIN THAT TIME ANY AND ALL ARTWORK(S) THAT ARE FOR SALE WILL BE SOLD AT THE ABOVE RETAIL PRICE. THE SALE PRICE INCLUDES A 40% COMMISSION TO BE GIVEN TO MATTIE RHODES CENTER AND A 60% PROFIT TO THE ARTIST. WITHIN THAT TIME STATED ABOVE, MATTIE RHODES CENTER WILL ASSUME ALL RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE DISPLAY AND CARE OF THE ABOVE ARTWORK(S) INCLUDING LIABILITY AGAINST DAMAGE OR LOSS. ALL UNSOLD ARTWORK MUST BE PICKED UP IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE CLOSING DATE OF THE SHOW AND NO LATER THAN SATURDAY – NOVEMBER 26TH, 2016. IN REGARDS TO ANY ARTWORK THAT REMAINS BEYOND THIS DATE, MATTIE RHODES CENTER WILL NO LONGER ASSUME ANY RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE DISPLAY AND CARE OF THAT ARTWORK AND WILL NO LONGER BE LIABLE AGAINST DAMAGE OR LOSS. PLEASE PICK UP ARTWORK PROMPTLY!

PLEASE CHECK _____ I GIVE MATTIE RHODES CENTER PERMISSION TO PHOTOGRAPH AND REPRODUCE IMAGES OF ABOVE ARTWORK FOR THE SOLE PURPOSE OF PROMOTING THE ART EXHIBIT AND GALLERY. MATTIE RHODES CENTER WILL MAKE NO DIRECT PROFIT FROM IMAGES OF ABOVE ARTWORK.